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The FCA’s objectives and competition
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“Effective regulation can 
help create a more 

competitive and 
innovative financial 
services market.”

“We are not charged with trying to 
make markets perfectly efficient, 

perfectly competitive or to 
eliminate profit. Rather, we seek 

to help markets to develop in 
ways that increase competition to 

benefit consumers.”

“We have investigatory and 
enforcement powers under CA98 in 
relation to breaches of competition 

law. Anti-competitive agreements or 
abusive conduct by authorised firms 
may also breach obligations under 

FSMA, or other legislation, as well as 
competition law.” 

Our future mission, October 2016



The FCA’s tools to promote competition
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Tools to consider 
market dynamics 

in the round

Powers to 
investigate and 

punish firms that 
distort competition

Internal and 
external 

engagement

Rule making, guidance 
and firm specific 

powers (eg, OiVOPs
and OiREQs)

Supporting 
innovation

Market 
studies

Project 
Innovate

Regulatory 
Sandbox

Competition 
remedies 

using FSMA 
powers

CA98 
enforcement

Talking to 
firms about 
how they 
compete



Examples of our current and planned work
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Sources: 
FCA Business Plan 2016/17
CMA Annual concurrency report 2016
FCA Website

Big Data in the  
Insurance Sector 
Call for Inputs

Retirement 
Outcomes Review

Credit Cards market 
study

Mortgages market 
study 

(launching soon)

Investment and 
Corporate banking 

market study

Asset Management 
market study

CMA liaison 

Retail Banking 
investigation

CA98 investigation



Competition enforcement to date
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Opened our first 
case

Softer tools

•On Notice letters

•Advisory letters

Processes, policy and 
guidance



Key challenges in CA98 enforcement
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Dual proceedings 
under CA98 and FSMA

Awareness

Detection



Conclusions

Questions?
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UNEXPECTED 

INVESTIGATIONS

PRACTICAL TIPS

Isabelle Meyer November 2016



Practical Tips 

to follow in case of  an 

Unexpected Investigation

RECEPTIONIST

Make sure your Receptionist/Security are briefed beforehand!

1) Check Inspectors ID & Warrant

2) Contact company Senior Management

3) Contact External Counsel

4) Escort Inspectors to a lockable room

5) Offer a hot beverage



Practical Tips 

to follow in case of  an 

Unexpected Investigation

SENIOR MANAGEMENT

Make sure your Management Team are briefed beforehand!

1) Make sure Management are TRAINED thoroughly & regularly

2) Make sure there is a CRISIS MANAGEMENT PLAN in place for 
COMMUNICATION

3) Train your IT TEAM – they must UNDERSTAND the investigator requests, be 
able to EXPLAIN internal systems and COMPLY with any requests

4) Make sure there are an adequate number of  staff  trained to allow someone to 
SHADOW Investigators

5) You have the right to speak to EXTERNAL COUNSEL – make sure you have 
the right people in place.



SAINSBURY’S V 
MASTERCARD
Kate Botting, Competition Lawyer, Sainsbury’s



BACKGROUND

• Why care?
• Hope….
• Precedent on legal points

• Summary of judgment
• Default UK MIF = agreement between MC and its 

licensees
• Restricted competition in the UK market for acquiring 

card payments
• Compared to counterfactual world of bilateral 

agreements
• No 101(3) exemption criteria met
• Pass-on arguments failed
• Ex turpi causa failed, though some reduction for Bank 

income
• Sainsbury’s awarded £69m



TAKEAWAY POINTS

• Legal learnings (e.g. pass-on)

• Interesting procedural points

• Collective vs individual claim

• Relationship with class action

• Last minute CAT transfer

• Strategy



PRACTICAL CONSIDERATIONS

• Buy-in

• Right team

• Funding

• Cost management

• Witnesses

• Burden of disclosure

• Confidentiality

• Press

• Comms

• Wider picture
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The role of economists in competition 
litigation
IFLR, November 2016



2frontier economics

Competition litigation increasingly involves 
economists…



3frontier economics

… for a wide range of tasks…

Standalone cases

Market definition
Assessment of 
dominance
Assessment of 
economic effects of 
practices
Counterfactual analysis
Calculation of quantum

Follow-on cases

Assessment of quantum
e.g. Cartel damage 
cases:
- Measuring 

overcharge
- Determining pass-on 
- Identifying “volume 

effects”

In Ch 2/Article 102 
cases, also necessary 
to identify the 
counterfactual

Collective actions

At class certification 
stage: 
- Identification of 
affected classes
- Commonality of effect
At further stages 
depending on whether it 
is a follow-on or a 
standalone



4frontier economics

… and at many different stages in the 

process
When economists get involved

Prior to any action
 Do I have a case?

 What might I gain? What might I be liable for?

In developing the case or the defence
 What is the best way to put the case?

 What is the key evidence to collect/key analysis to carry out?

 Are there any inconsistencies in the case?

In settlement negotiations
 What is the best estimate of quantum? 

 What are the weaknesses in the other side’s estimate of quantum?

Throughout the legal process
 Identifying key facts that need to be established

 Developing Expert Reports and the supporting analysis

 Helping the legal team – e.g. preparing skeleton arguments and cross-examination



5frontier economics

Competition law is founded on and strongly 
influenced by competition economics

Competition economists have some (quite robust) 
theories for how individual markets work…

… and in particular, the circumstances in which they 

don’t work…

… so it is possible to make predictions (e.g. on the 

counterfactual)

Economists also have good empirical tools

Why?



6frontier economics

1. Expect your lawyers to recommend that you use 
an economic expert in many cases

2. Expect the economic expert to play a more 
integral role in the case than is the case for 
experts in other types of litigation

3. Expect economists to get involved early on

4. Expect the other side to use economists

Implications



Frontier Economics Ltd is a member of the Frontier Economics network, which consists of two separate companies based in Europe
(Frontier Economics Ltd, with offices in Brussels, Cologne, Dublin, London & Madrid) and Australia (Frontier Economics Pty Ltd, with
offices in Melbourne & Sydney). Both companies are independently owned, and legal commitments entered into by one company do
not impose any obligations on the other company in the network. All views expressed in this document are the views of Frontier
Economics Ltd.



IFLR Competition Law Forum
Compliance challenges for companies with UK and EU 

operations (9 November 2016)
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Rationale for having a compliance programme for 
competition law – relevance for Wolseley

How likely are we to be a “victim”?

Nature of our 
business

Sector in which 
we operate

Past record for 
industry / sector

Wolseley as a business
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Countries in 
which we 
operate

Wolseley’s 
position in 
the market

Dependence 
on third 
parties (e.g. 
agents)

Do we have 
any joint
ventures, 
minority 
subsidiaries?

Role of 
employees 
(e.g. how 
tightly 
controlled)

Operating / 
business 
model

Wolseley’s sector



Rationale for having a compliance programme for 
competition law – impact

What could happen if things go wrong?

Regulatory action Management time

Fines Litigation from third parties

Criminal actions vs 
employees

Job security for senior 
executives

Reputation Share price

Customer reaction Supplier reaction

Reaction from other 
business partners

Safety of employees, 
customers

Impact on ability to do 
business in short term

Impact on contracts

Impact on long term viability
of company

Employee engagement / 
ability to attract best
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Who should our competition compliance programme 
be aimed at?

Regulators 

Relevant if things go wrong

Evidence of having adequate procedures in place

“ticking a box”

Media

Damage limitation

Evidence that company does not have systemic 
problem

Ordinary employees

Try to prevent something happening

Changing behaviours  / culture

Mitigate problems if/when they do arise

Internal lawyers, compliance officers

“Train the trainers”

Ensure common principles being adopted

Ensure common approach to reaction

Customers

Good business ethics (“do the right thing”)

Treat customer fairly

Board

Get topic on top of agenda

Ensure topic becomes part of management 
conversations

Investors

Ethical business

Make a profit in the right way
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How should the compliance programme be 
implemented?
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Local law

Strong lawyers / compliance 
officers in every territory

Each business has 
standalone training / 
compliance programme

Regulations are 
very technical

National 
customers

Each market is very 
different

Local supply 
deals

One brand used 
throughout Group

Controlling 
parent company

International suppliers 
and customers

Cross-border 
business

Employees work in 
multiple countries

Significant impact (e.g. 
penalties, reputation etc

Important for 
Group to have 
common set of 
principles 

Employees used to standard 
training / compliance programmes

Relates to international 
law or way of doing 
business
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What do you need for an effective programme?

Board commitment and statement (“top down” culture)

Tailored for particular industry

Employee training and awareness

Sufficient internal controls (e.g. Reporting and monitoring system)

Document retention policy

Constant improvement

Manual:

Is what I’m doing ok? (e.g. Competition guide)

What do we do when something goes wrong? (e.g. Dawn raid manual)
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Competition Compliance
9 December 2016
IFLR
Niamh McCarthy



• Compliance teams must 
constantly adapt to changes 
in the business 

• Businesses are being 
disrupted

• People, places and products 
change 

• We should seek to remove 
any friction / barriers to 
delivering support and 
guidance

• We are not gate keepers

Compliance around People, Place, Product and Policy [4 Ps] 

People Place Product Policy



 Culture in ever changing organisations
 Employees
 Agents and Third parties
 Joint Ventures and Associated Entities
 Features that are considered conducive to collusion frequent interaction among competitors that facilitate information 

sharing. 
 Frenemy situations can breed complacency 

Contact with Competitors remains the biggest risk

Compliance around People
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• Head Office / Corporate HQ

• Field Offices

• Riskier Geographies / new markets

Compliance around Place



• Changes to the business model

• Disruption to the business model

• Exogenous shocks to the business

• Increased automation of pricing and selling 

Compliance around Products
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• Compliance Guidance
• FAQs

• Training
• Should it be Face to Face, Webex and Elearning

• Compliance App
• Easy to push out /Easy to update 
• Push Notifications
• Real time answers 
• Real time contacts

Adapt and make compliance policy and procedures frictionless

Compliance around Policy Tools
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Our Compliance App aims to reduce any friction
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